
Recitation 20100716 
 
Review the concepts of The Selfish Gene and what the implications are for the individual 
 
Review competition and altruism and how The Selfish Gene modifies behavior of small 
groups (2-4 people) 
 
Introduce the Evolutionary Stable Strategy (ESS). The ESS is the strategy employed by 
large groups of people that basically says “we’re all going to work together and play 
conventional (incomplete warfare) so all of our genes can replicate (since we all share 
some of them) rather than maximize our individual gains by playing complete 
(dangerous) warfare. 
 
Remember that Maynard Smith revealed that between two competing individuals, it is 
always most advantageous to always play complete warfare. In large groups, however, 
the rules of the ESS must be maintained for the good of the body populous. Defection 
from the ESS may maximize your immediate gain, however one rarely plays the tit-for-
tat game once and the second play your opponent will remember your last play and adjust 
to maximize their gain. 
 
Prisoners Dilemma was played. The scenario is: 
You and your partner were just arrested for B&E. The police do not have enough 
evidence to convict either of you, so they separate and question your both individually. 
Your choices are to cooperate (with your partner) and remain silent or to defect (from 
your partner) and implicate them in the crime. 
 
The rules are: 
If player A cooperates and B defects, B goes free and A is convicted for 10 years. 
If both players cooperate, both players get 6 months in jail. 
If both players defect, both players get 5 years in jail. 
 
Most people played in a manner that Smith would call complete warfare (dangerous). 
Most people spent a lot of time in jail. This model does not adhere to the social ESS, 
which is to maximize both players benefit. 
 
Now imagine that player A who defected had been in an accident at work, was disabled 
and stuck at home with children, all the time without the resources their partner (B) could 
provide. Their exploitable partner (B) was in jail because A chose to play complete 
warfare and maximize their gain (not in jail). This strategy is counterproductive because 
if they had cooperated they both would have spent a marginal amount of time 
incarcerated after which they both would have been able to provide an environment 
suitable to produce survivable offspring. 
 
This is the ESS – the agreement that each individual in the group will not defect to 
maximize their individual gain, but rather will give up some resources keeping just 



enough so that they, along with everyone else, will produce survivable offspring and 
replicate all the shared genes in the pool.  
 
This is how The Selfish Gene modifies cultures. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 


